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Abstract
Fusion of RET with different partner genes has been detected in papillary thyroid, 
lung, colorectal, pancreatic, and breast cancer. Approval of selpercatinib for treat-
ment of lung and thyroid cancer with RET gene mutations or fusions calls for studies 
to explore RET fusion partners and their eligibility for RET- based targeted therapy. 
In this study, RET fusion patterns in a large group of Chinese cancer patients cover-
ing several cancer types were identified using next-generation sequencing. A total 
of 44 fusion patterns were identified in the study cohort with KIF5B, CCDC6, and 
ERC1 being the most common RET fusion partners. Notably, 17 novel fusions were 
first reported in this study. Prevalence of functional RET fusions was 1.05% in lung 
cancer, 6.03% in thyroid cancer, 0.39% in colorectal cancer, and less than 0.1% in 
gastric cancer and hepatocellular carcinoma. Analysis showed a preference for fusion 
partners in different tumor types, with KIF5B being the common type in lung cancer, 
CCDC6 in thyroid cancer, and NCOA4 in colorectal cancer. Co- occurrence of EGFR 
mutations and RET fusions with rare partner genes (rather than KIF5B) in lung cancer 
patients was correlated with epidermal growth factor receptor- tyrosine kinase inhibi-
tor resistance and could predict response to targeted therapies. Findings from this 
study provide a guide to clinicians in determining tumors with specific fusion patterns 
as candidates for RET targeted therapies.
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1  | INTRODUC TION

RET was initially discovered as a rearranged oncogene in a 3T3 fi-
broblast cell line transfected with a human lymphoma DNA.1 The 
RET gene encodes a receptor- tyrosine kinase, which plays an im-
portant role in cell proliferation, migration, and differentiation.2- 5 
RET fusion induces oncogenic activation and occurs in approxi-
mately 5%- 10% of sporadic PTC types and in 1%- 2% of lung cancer 
cases with low frequency in other solid cancer types (breast cancer, 
<0.21%. colorectal cancer, <0.26%. esophageal cancer, <0.17%. 
ovarian cancer, <0.17%. prostate cancer, <0.08% and stomach 
cancer, <0.81%).6- 8,9- 13,14- 16 In tumors with activating RET fusions, 
a 5′- terminal partner gene coding sequence is fused to 3′- terminal 
RET kinase domain coding sequence including the kinase domain 
(NM_020975: exons 12- 18).17,18

The most common breakpoints in RET occur in intron 11, fol-
lowed by intron 10.19 Multiple N- terminal partner genes of RET 
fusion have been identified. In PTCs, the most common RET fu-
sions include CCDC6- RET (RET/PTC1) and NCOA4- RET (RET/
PTC3), which are detected in approximately 90% of RET fusion- 
positive cases.8,20 The most common RET fusions in NSCLC 
are KIF5B- RET, NCOA4- RET, and CCDC6- RET.21,22 Multiple rare 
RET fusions have been discovered and reported in different 
cancers.23,24,25- 27,28,29- 31

Selpercatinib (LOXO- 292) was approved by the US FDA for 
treatment of NSCLC, thyroid cancer, and medullary thyroid can-
cer with RET mutations or fusions.32 In addition, it has shown 
effectiveness in other solid cancer types including brain cancer 
and pancreatic cancer.33- 35 Various molecular testing methods 
have been developed for detection of RET fusions, including NGS, 
RT- PCR, FISH, and IHC. Immunohistochemistry is limited for gen-
eral application due to its low sensitivity and specificity.13,36,37 
Reverse transcription- PCR can only detect RET fusions with 
known fusion partners.29,38,39 Although FISH is highly sensitive, 
it requires special technical expertise and is not effective for 
identification of fusion partners.38,40 The NGS platform provides 
a more feasible way for comprehensive and accurate diagnostic 
testing of RET fusion for cancer patients who could benefit from 
RET inhibitors. In addition, it can be used to identify other genetic 
alterations.

In this study, 12 888 LC patients, 2848 CRC patients, 1785 HCC 
patients, 1169 GC patients, and 232 PTC patients from China were 
retrospectively analyzed for RET fusion using NGS. A total of 164 
functional RET fusions and 58 nonfunctional fusions were iden-
tified. Notably, 17 of the 164 functional RET fusions were novel. 
Identification of these genomic fusion patterns will facilitate ratio-
nalization of clinical treatment strategies.

2  | MATERIAL S AND METHODS

2.1 | Patients and samples

Tumor samples (tissues or plasma fractions) obtained from patients 
between January 2017 and December 2019 were used for NGS RET 
fusion detection (Genetron Health).

2.2 | DNA sequencing

DNA samples from LC, CRC, HCC, and GC patients were analyzed 
using targeted deep sequencing using NGS technology. Genomic 
DNA was extracted from FFPE samples using QIAamp DNA FFPE 
tissue kit (Qiagen) following the manufacturer’s instructions. Plasma 
cfDNA was extracted using MagMAX Cell Free DNA Isolation Kit 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific). DNA samples were quantified with 
the Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer using Qubit dsDNA HS Assay kit (Life 
Technologies) following the manufacturer’s instructions. Genomic 
DNA from each FFPE sample was sheared into 150- 200- bp frag-
ments using the M220 Focused- ultrasonicator (Covaris). Fragmented 
genomic DNA and cfDNA libraries were constructed with the 
KAPA HTP Library Preparation Kit (KAPA Biosystems) following 
the manufacturer’s protocol. Concentration of DNA in the library 
was determined using the Qubit dsDNA HS Assay kit. DNA librar-
ies were analyzed using Onco PanScan (Genetron Health), which 
is an 825- gene panel including major tumor- related genes. Quality 
control was undertaken on raw sequencing data to remove adapt-
ers and low- quality regions using Trimmomatic (version 0.36). Local 
alignments of reads to the hg19 genome (GRch37) were carried out 
using the Burrows- Wheeler Aligner tool (version 0.7.10).41 Somatic 
single- nucleotide variants were retrieved using muTect (https://
softw are.broad insti tute.org/cance r/cga/mutect),42 somatic inser-
tions and deletions were retrieved using Strelka (https://github.com/
Illum ina/strel ka),43 and structural variations were determined using 
GeneFuse version 0.6.1 (https://github.com/OpenG ene/GeneF 
use).44 A total of 1000 genomes and variants with population fre-
quency over 0.1% were excluded based on guidelines by the Exome 
Aggregation Consortium. The other variants were annotated with 
Oncotator and Vep.

2.3 | Papillary thyroid cancer sample sequencing

DNA and RNA extracted from PTC samples were analyzed with 
the FSZ- Thyroid- V1 NGS Panel using one- step multiplex PCR tar-
geted amplicons as described previously.45 DNA and total RNA 
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were isolated from FNA samples using AllPrep DNA/RNA Mini Kit 
(Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. DNA and 
RNA concentrations were determined using a Qubit 3.0 Fluorometer 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific). Ten nanograms of RNA was reverse 
transcribed into cDNA using SuperScript III Reverse Transcriptase 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific). Libraries were prepared from 10 ng DNA 
and 10 ng cDNA and normalized for template preparation, on the 
Ion Chef System (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The libraries were se-
quenced on the Ion Proton (Thermo Fisher Scientific) platform fol-
lowing the manufacturer’s protocol. Data analysis and interpretation 
were carried out using Torrent Suite (version 5.2.2; Thermo Fisher 
Scientific).

2.4 | RNA sequencing

A 395- gene RNA panel was analyzed to identify gene fusions at the 
transcript level. Total RNA was isolated using the AllPrep DNA/
RNA Mini Kit (Qiagen), then reverse transcribed to cDNA using 
SuperScript III Reverse Transcriptase (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The 
libraries were constructed with the KAPA HTP Library Preparation 
Kit (KAPA Biosystems). DNA libraries were captured with an Agilent 
SureSelect V5 system (Agilent) and the captured samples were sub-
jected to Illumina HiSeq X- Ten for paired end sequencing. Sequencing 
reads were mapped to a human reference genome (hg19) using 
Hisat2- 2.0.5.46 Gene fusions were identified using FusionMap.47

2.5 | Statistical analyses

Categorical variables were compared using Pearson’s analysis and 
χ2 test. Analyses and data presentation were undertaken using 
GraphPad Prism (8.0.1) and R (version 4.1.1).

3  | RESULTS

3.1 | Patient characteristics

Functional RET fusions occur when the RET gene is located in the 
3′- terminal with final transcripts containing RET kinase domain 
(exons 12- 18).40,45,48 This fusion can generate a constitutively active 
chimeric protein with an N- terminal kinase domain characteristic of 

RET protein. A total of 222 RET fusions in 185 patients were iden-
tified using this criterion, including 164 functional fusions and 58 
nonfunctional fusions (Tables S1 and S2, Figure 1A). Most of the 
functional fusions identified in this study have been reported previ-
ously; however, 17 functional fusions were identified for the first 
time. Analysis of all samples (12 888 LC patients, 2848 CRC pa-
tients, 1785 HCC patients, 1169 GC patients, and 232 PTC patients) 
showed that 162 (0.86%) patients harbored functional RET fusions 
with 1.05% (135/12888) in the LC group, 0.39% (11/2848) in the CRC 
group, 0.06% (1/1785) in the HCC group, 0.09% (1/1169) in the GC 
group, and 6.03% (14/232) of PTC patients (Figure 1B). Analysis of 
the 135 RET fusion- positive LC patients showed that 55 (40.74%) of 
them were men and 80 (59.26%) were women. The fusions occurred 
more frequently in younger patients (P < .001), women (P < .001), 
and patients with adenocarcinoma (P < .001). Analysis of patients in 
the CRC and PTC cohorts showed no preference pattern in terms of 
gender or age in the RET fusion- positive cohort. However, there was 
significant difference (P = .002) in RET fusion- positive rates between 
colon and rectum cancers (Table 1).

3.2 | Identification of RET fusion partners in 
patients with different cancer types

Analysis of the functional RET fusions in LC showed that the most 
common partner genes were KIF5B, with 85 KIF5B- RET fusion events 
identified (62.04%). The second and third most frequent fusion part-
ners were CCDC6 and ERC1 (21.17%, 29/137 and 2.19%, 3/137, re-
spectively) (Figure 2A). Several rare and novel RET fusion partners 
were identified in this study, including DNER, DPP6, FGD5, GADL1, 
GLI3, GPRC6A, IL1RAPL2, KIAA1598, KIF13A, MALRD1, SPECC1, 
TLN1, and ZNF33B (Table 2). In addition, multiple RET fusions were 
identified in one individual patient (such as KIF5B- RET and GLI3- RET 
identified in one patient, KIF5B- RET and MALRD1- RET in another 
patient).

In addition to lung cancer and papillary thyroid carcinoma, RET 
fusions have been found in 0.6%- 0.7% of patients with other types 
of cancer, including breast, colon, esophageal, ovarian, prostate, 
and stomach cancers.6- 8,9- 13,14- 16 In this study, 2848 CRC patients, 
1785 HCC patients, 1169 GC patients, and 232 PTC patients were 
retrospectively analyzed. The findings showed that 27 patients had 
functional RET fusions (11 with CRC; 1 with HCC, 1 with GC, and 14 
with PTC) (Table 2). Common fusion partner genes in these groups 

F I G U R E  1   RET fusions identified in 
different cancers. A, Counts of functional 
and nonfunctional RET fusions identified 
in different cancer types. B, Proportion 
of functional RET fusions identified in 
different cancer types. CRC, colorectal 
cancer; GC, gastric cancer; HCC, 
hepatocellular carcinoma; LC, lung cancer; 
PTC, papillary thyroid cancer
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were NCOA4 and CCDC6, whereas no KIF5B- RET fusion was iden-
tified in this group of samples (Figure 2B,C). Notably, the common 
partner genes were different in different cancers, implying that the 
hotspots of chromosome breakpoints in the partner genes are dif-
ferent, which might be associated with difference in sensitivity to 
RET inhibitors.

3.3 | Genomic breakpoints in RET of patients with 
different cancer types

Fusion- mediated RET activation is induced by different mecha-
nisms, including increased kinase expression due to replacement 
of the 5′- upstream RET promoter with that of fusion partners,7,49 

and dimerization/oligomerization of the RET kinase domain me-
diated by a C- terminal domain present in the fusion partners that 
leads to ligand- independent kinase activation.40,45,48,50 Breakpoints 
in RET and its fusion partners mainly occur in the intronic regions, 
therefore, the ORF is retained after mRNA splicing. A RET in intron 
11, the most common breakpoint in LC patients, allowed exon 12 
to be retained in the fusion product. In addition, breakpoints in in-
trons 7, 8, 9, and 10 of RET were observed in this study (Figure 3). 
Notably, breakpoints in intron 11 were the most common types in 
these malignancies, and breakpoints in intron 8, 9, and 10 were also 
observed (Figure 3). The functional RET fusion might result in on-
cogenic activation due to the remaining intact RET kinase domain 
(Figure 4). Various upstream 5′ gene partners contribute different 
domains, typically coiled- coil domains, to RET fusion proteins and 

Feature Total

RET fusion
P 
valuePositive Negative

Lung cancer Age, y

Mean 62.9 55.6 62.9 <.001

Median 63 57 64

Range 17- 101 23- 92 17- 101

Sex

Male 7211 55 7156 <.001

Female 5677 80 5597

Histotype

ADC 7991 102 7889 <.001

Non- ADC 1169 1 1168

Unknown 3728 32 3696

Colorectal cancer Age, y

Mean 59.1 65.8 59.1 .062

Median 61 62 61

Range 18- 94 52- 83 18- 94

Sex

Male 1744 9 1735 .274

Female 1104 2 1102

Tumor location

Colon 1449 11 1438 .002

Rectum 1223 0 1223

Unknown 176 0 176

Thyroid cancer Age, y

Mean 44.0 38.7 44.4 .092

Median 45 37 45

Range 13- 75 25- 57 13- 75

Sex

Male 63 2 61 .420

Female 169 12 157

Histotype

PTC 232 14 218

Abbreviations: ADC, adenocarcinoma; PTC, papillary thyroid cancer.

TA B L E  1   Relationships between RET 
fusion and clinicopathologic features in 
cancer patients
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mediate ligand- independent dimerization of the chimeric oncopro-
teins. They thereby mediate autophosphorylation of the RET kinase 
domain, activating downstream signaling pathways that drive tumor 

cell proliferation (Figure 4). Of the proteins encoded by the part-
ner genes in this study, 13 (encoded by EML4, CCDC6, ERC1, KIF13A, 
KIF5B, NCOA4, TRIM24, TRIM33, FGD5, KIAA1598, SNRNP70, SPECC1 

F I G U R E  2   Distribution of fusion partners identified in cancer patients with RET fusions. A, In 135 lung cancer patients with RET fusions, 
137 fusion events were identified with two patients carrying two different RET fusions. B, C, Fusion events identified in 11 colorectal cancer 
patients (B) and 14 papillary thyroid cancer patients (C). Each patient carried only one functional RET fusion. Different colors and sizes 
indicate the frequency of each RET fusion partner in all RET fusion events identified

TA B L E  2   Patterns of functional RET fusions in cancer patients

Fusion (no.) Pos1: Pos2 Counts Cancer type Fusion (no.) Pos1: Pos2 Counts
Cancer 
type

KIF5B- RET (85) E15: E12 63 LC GLI3- RETa E2: E11 1 LC

E15: E11 8 LC GPRC6A- RETa E1: E12 1 LC

E23: E12 4 LC IL1RAPL2- RETa E2: E12 1 LC

E24: E11 3 LC KIAA1598- RETa E2: E12 1 LC

E24: E9 2 LC KIF13A- RET E18: E12 1 LC

E24: E10 1 LC MALRD1- RETa E32: E8 1 LC

E16: E12 1 LC PRKAR1A- RET E2: E10 1 LC

E17: E11 1 LC SPECC1- RETa E4: E12 1 LC

E19: E12 1 LC TLN1- RETa E54: E12 1 LC

E22: E12 1 LC TRIM24- RET E9: E12 1 LC

CCDC6- RET (29) E1: E12 28 LC ZNF33B- RETa E4: E11 1 LC

E2: E12 1 LC CCDC6- RET (3) E2:E12 1 CRC

ERC1- RET (3) E3: E12 1 LC E8:E12 1 CRC

E5: E12 1 LC E1:E10 1 CRC

E7: E12 1 LC NCOA4- RET (5) E11:E12 4 CRC

NCOA4- RET (2) E10: E12 1 LC E9:E12 1 CRC

E8: E12 1 LC NME8- RETa E14:E9 1 CRC

TRIM33- RET (2) E16: E10 1 LC ROBO1- RETa E3:E12 1 CRC

E10: E12 1 LC SNRNP70- RETa E2:E12 1 CRC

DNER- RETa E1: E12 1 LC NCOA4- RET E8:E12 1 PTC

DPP6- RETa E2: E12 1 LC CCDC6- RET E1:E12 13 PTC

EML4- RET E17: E12 1 LC GABRG3- RETa E5:E9 1 HCC

FGD5- RETa E1: E12 1 LC OPALIN- RETa E6:E11 1 GC

GADL1- RETa E14: E9 1 LC

Abbreviations: CRC, colorectal cancer; GC, gastric cancer; HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; LC, lung cancer; PTC, papillary thyroid cancer.
aNovel fusions first reported in this study.
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and TLN1) have coiled- coil domains that can provide a dimerization 
motif and seven (encoded by PRKAR1A, GABRG3, GPRC6A, ROBO1, 
GLI3, ZNF33B and DPP6) can form a dimerization through other 
mechanisms.51- 56 However, there are still six partners (encoded by 
DNER, GADL1, IL1RAPL2, MALRD1, NME8 and OPALIN) that lack 
the known motifs to form dimerization or oligomerization and need 
more exploration.

3.4 | mRNA features of cases with novel RET fusion

Of the 17 novel fusions first reported in this study, five cases were 
sent for RNA sequencing to verify the breakpoint locations and fu-
sion partners at the transcript level (Table 3). We observed that fu-
sion partners and breakpoints at the transcript level matched those 
predicted by DNA sequencing in four of the five cases, including 
SNRNP70- RET in CRC and GABRG3- RET in HCC. In addition, two LC 

samples harbored both common and novel RET fusions (KIF5B- RET 
and GLI3- RET, and KIF5B- RET and MALRD1- RET), which can be de-
tected by DNA and RNA sequencing. However, OPALIN- RET in the 
GC sample was not detected at the transcript level. The inconsist-
ency between DNA and RNA for fusion detection has been reported 
recently.57- 59 However, the mechanism of this inconsistency needs 
more investigation.

At the same time, we analyzed the average per- base coverage 
for RET exons 2- 19 in RNA sequencing, which can represent the 
relative quantity of mRNA transcript for each exon (Figures 5 and 
S1). Due to the different preferences for each exon when con-
structing the library, we selected six samples without RET fusions 
as negative controls to observe the distribution of coverage depth. 
Generally, negative samples had high coverage depth on exons 3, 
11, 12 13, and 18, while coverage on exons 4- 7 and exons 14- 16 
were poor (Figures 5 and S1A– F). Two samples with common RET 
fusions (KIF5B- RET_E15:E12 and CCDC6- RET_E1:E12) were chosen 

F I G U R E  3   Breakpoint positions in 
RET. Different colors represent different 
cancer types: purple, colorectal cancer; 
red, lung cancer; orange, hepatocellular 
carcinoma; cyan, gastric cancer; green, 
papillary thyroid cancer. Numbers beyond 
circles represent the counts of functional 
RET fusions detected in different cancer 
type

F I G U R E  4   Ligand- independent activation of the RET fusion protein. RET fusions maintain the tyrosine kinase domain of the 3′ 
RET gene. A variety of fusion partners contribute different domains, such as coiled-coil, to RET fusion proteins. These motifs mediate 
ligand-independent dimerization of the RET fusion protein. Identification and annotation of genetically mobile domains and analysis of 
domain architectures (http://smart.embl- heide lberg.de/)

http://smart.embl-heidelberg.de/
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as positive controls. The two samples showed low coverage on the 
exons before the RET breakpoint, and there was a sharp rise of the 
coverage on the exons after the breakpoint (Figures 5 and S1G,H). 

The OPALIN- RET fusion (E6:E11) detected in case W001013T by 
DNA sequencing was negative in the RNA test, and the distribu-
tion of RNA sequencing coverage for each exon was consistent with 

Patient Gender Age, y
Cancer 
type DNA_fusion RNA_fusion

W002899T Male 41 HCC GABRG3- RET_
E5:E9

GABRG3- RET_
E5:E9

W027998T Male 62 CRC SNRNP70- RET_
E2:E12

SNRNP70- RET_
E2:E12

W001013T Female 46 GC OPALIN- RET_
E6:E11

Negative

W016284T Female 61 LC KIF5B- RET_
E15:E12

KIF5B- RET_
E15:E12

GLI3- RET_E2:E11 GLI3- RET_
E2:E11

W044019T Female 33 LC KIF5B- RET_E24:E9 KIF5B- RET_
E24:E9

MALRD1- RET_
E32:E8

MALRD1- RET_
E32:E8

Abbreviations: CRC, colorectal cancer; GC, gastric cancer; HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; LC, lung 
cancer.

TA B L E  3   Novel fusion partners of 
RET identified by DNA and RNA next- 
generation sequencing

F I G U R E  5   Heatmap of the average per- base coverage for RET exons 2- 19 (Z- score). Data for each sample was log2- transformed and then 
Z- score standardized using scale function

F I G U R E  6   Coexistence status of actionable genes with RET fusions in 135 lung cancer patients. Driver mutations EGFR/L858R, 
EGFR/19DeL, and ALK fusion in nine individuals with RET fusions were exclusive to each other. The epidermal growth factor receptor 
(EGFR) tyrosine kinase inhibitor resistance mutation, EGFR T790M, was present in six of eight EGFR- driven patient tumors. The oncoprint 
of RET fusion and other driver mutations was identified using next- generation sequencing. Different colors represent different categories of 
mutations
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the negative sample (Figures 5 and S1C,I). For the GABRG3- RET 
fusion (E5:E9) in HCC (case W002899T), although the fusion was 
detected by both DNA and RNA sequencing, there was no transcrip-
tion enhancement on exons 9- 19 (Figures 5 and S1J). A novel RET 
fusion, SNRNP70- RET (E2:E12), was confirmed by DNA and RNA 
sequencing in case W027998T, and the covered depth rose from 
exon 12 (Figures 5 and S1L). Interestingly, in the other two LC cases 
(W016284T and W044019T) harboring two different fusions in RET, 
the mRNA level went up from the exon fused with KIF5B (exon 12 
and exon 9, respectively) rather than the novel partners (exon 11 and 
exon 8, respectively). This results shows that not all the novel fusions 
at the DNA level can be detected at the transcript level, and the 
mRNA levels of these fusion genes might not necessarily increase. 
The carcinogenic mechanisms of RET fused with novel and common 
partners could be different, which deserves more research and dis-
cussion in the future.

3.5 | Coexistence of RET fusion with other 
actionable variations in LC patients

Previous studies reported that driver mutations are commonly mu-
tually exclusive.60,61 However, a coexistence of RET fusions with 
other driver variations was identified in the panel sequencing of lung 
cancer in this study. In 6.67% (9/135) of LC samples, RET fusions 
coincided with other driver mutations, such as EGFR L858R, EGFR 
exon 19 deletion, EGFR T790M, KRAS G12D, and/or EML4- ALK fu-
sion (Tables S3 and S4, Figure 6).

Notably, seven of the eight patients who harbored EGFR driver 
mutations in RET fusion- positive tumors had undergone EGFR- TKI 
treatment and had developed drug resistance, and six patients 

developed resistance to first- generation EGFR- TKIs with acquired 
resistance mutation EGFR T790M (Table 4). Furthermore, RET fu-
sions were identified in six patients who had undergone treatment 
with osimertinib, including one patient (W054297T) who had never 
received first- generation EGFR- TKIs. Occurrence of RET fusion could 
contribute to resistance to third- generation EGFR- TKIs, as previ-
ously reported.60,61 In addition, RET fusions from these eight lung 
cancer patients with co- occurring EGFR driver mutations partnered 
with rare genes rather than the most frequent (KIF5B) in LC. The 
mechanism behind the “selective” RET fusions in contributing to ac-
quired resistance should be explored further. In LC patients with no 
other well- known driver mutations, the frequency of having a rare 
fusion partner of RET was 16.78% (15/126), lower compared with 
that in patients with other driver mutations (88.89%, 8/9) (P < .001, 
Pearson’s χ2 test) (Table S3). This finding validates the function of 
KIF5B- RET fusion protein as a driver mutation in LC (Figure 6). In ad-
dition, it implies that different fusion partners might have different 
functions during oncogenesis.

4  | DISCUSSION

Cancer- associated RET fusions are recognized as RET if they occur 
at the 3′- terminal, thus retaining the complete kinase domain, and 
can be targeted with recently approved RET inhibitors. RET fusion 
is frequent in PTC, CRC, and LC and can be present in several other 
cancer types. An accurate detection of RET fusion partners and 
breakpoints is critical for clinical management.

Various molecular testing methods have been developed 
to detect RET fusions, including NGS, RT- PCR, FISH, and IHC. 
Immunohistochemistry is limited for general application due to its 

TA B L E  4   RET fusion and EGFR comutation in lung cancer patients

Sample ID
Age, y/
gender Sample type RET fusion/AF EGFR mutation/AF EGFR- TKI history

W025319T 36/F Tissue GPRC6A- RET/0.021 p.Leu858Arg/0.247 EGFR- TKI naïve

LAL1965T 61/F Tissue TLN1- RET/0.071 p.Leu858Arg/0.598 Gefitinib, osimertinib

p.Thr790Met/0.228

LBD9835T 63/M Tissue TRIM33- RET/0.064 p.Glu746_
Thr751delinsAla/0.468

Gefitinib, erlotinib, osimertinib

p.Thr790Met/0.199

LBE1673NX 42/F Plasma TRIM33- RET/0.012 p.Leu747_Thr751del/0.254 Erlotinib

p.Thr790Met/0.008

W054297T 38/F Plasma KIAA1598- RET/0.003 p.Leu858Arg/0.548 Osimertinib

W033932T 70/F Plasma SPECC1- RET/0.009 p.Leu858Arg/0.082 Gefitinib, osimertinib

p.Thr790Met/0.003

W045845T 42/M Plasma TRIM24- RET/0.052 p.Glu746_Ala750del/0.169 Gefitinib, osimertinib

p.Thr790Met/0.048

W005941N 26/F Plasma CCDC6- RET/0.018 p.Glu746_Ala750del/0.087 Gefitinib, osimertinib

p.Thr790Met/0.027

Abbreviations: AF, allele frequency; F, female; M, male; TKI, tyrosine kinase inhibitor.
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low sensitivity and specificity.13,36,37 Reverse transcription- PCR 
can only detect RET fusions with known fusion partners.29,38,39 
Although FISH is highly sensitive, it requires special technical 
expertise and it is not effective for identification of fusion part-
ners, which could be critical for determining oncogenicity of fu-
sion products.38,40 The kinase domain of RET spans from exon 12 
to 18. Breakpoints in RET and its fusion partners mainly occur in 
the intronic regions and can retain the ORF after mRNA splicing. 
In this study, breakpoints of 3′- terminal RET fusion in intron 11 
were the most common types, and breakpoints in RET introns 7, 
8, 9, 10, 12, and 16 were also observed. Breakpoints in the kinase 
domain of RET destroy the activity of the protease, resulting in a 
nonfunctional fusion product. Therefore, it is necessary to iden-
tify the breakpoints of RET fusion and other gene fusions. In addi-
tion, FISH assay could result in false negative results when fusion 
partners are in close proximity with RET (for instance, ZNF33B is 
~0.5 Mb away from RET), or false positive results when break-
points are located in the kinase domain (shown as nonfunctional 
fusions CCDC60- RET E2:E17, SLX4IP- RET E2:E13, and UPP2- RET, 
E3:E17 in this study). However, it is necessary to clarify the partner 
genes fused with RET, as different fusion partners could activate 
RET through different mechanisms, which means that the sensitiv-
ity to inhibitors will also be different. Additionally, RET fusion with 
rare partners could be the cause of resistance to EGFR- TKI. Next- 
generation sequencing can identify alterations of multiple genes 
simultaneously with precise identification of fusion partners and 
breakpoints; therefore, it has become the most widely used proce-
dure in clinical testing.33

Co- occurrence of RET fusion with other oncogenic driver mu-
tations (eg, EGFR, BRAF, ALK, and ROS1) indicates a sensitization 
or resistance to existing targeted therapies.27,62- 64 Biological func-
tions of these comutations have not been fully explored for effec-
tive guidance in clinical therapies. Discrimination between different 
RET fusion types and targeted drug sensitivity is crucial for clinical 
applications. The function of fusion products with different part-
ners has not been explored. A preference for KIF5B (62.04%) in LC, 
NCOA4 (45.45%) in CRC, and CCDC6 (93.33%) in PTC and different 
fusion partners between acquired TKI resistance and driver muta-
tions in LC reflects different biological functions of fusion products 
(Figures 2 and 5).

In summary, a series of novel and previously reported RET fu-
sions were identified by screening large- scale NGS data from a large 
sample of Chinese patients with different cancer types. In addition 
to LC and PTC, the analysis showed that patients with other cancers 
also occasionally carry RET fusions. RET- activating fusions, which 
can be targeted using RET inhibitors, were identified by filtering out 
those with 5′- terminal RET fusions and fusions whose breakpoints 
occurred in the kinase domain. The findings of this study have po-
tential clinical application as these RET fusions can be used to guide 
cancer diagnosis and/or stratify patients for targeted therapies 
across different cancer types. Further clinical studies should be un-
dertaken to explore the sensitivity of different fusions in response 
to RET inhibitors.
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